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Rumble — In this worldwide exclusive, Dr. Jane Ruby meets with board-certified Embalmer and
funeral Director, Richard Hirschman who reveals, for the first time ever, arteries and veins filled
with unnatural blood clot combinations with strange fibrous materials that are completely filling the
vascular system. Many of the victims reportedly died of heart attacks and strokes. Mr. Hirschman
reports that he found resistance when he tried to embalm these jabbed patients, and then found
these strange materials and pulled them from the large vessels of the bodies. He also reported
that he has gone from seeing 50% of his embalmed cases with these types of blockages rise to
almost 80%.
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DreadedWhiteMale, 2 weeks ago
This is homicide. All the way up the line.  
They skipped animal tests. They didn't have a safety review committee. They unblinded the study. All
intentional. The lied. They schemed, they defrauded. They applied psycological warfare techniques. And 
they have violated EVERY Neuremberg code.

24 rumbles

Rabbisb, 2 weeks ago
Thank you Doc. Ruby and Richard…more embalmers need to come forward. 

🙏

 Lord help us.
24 rumbles

Jakfrost, 2 weeks ago
Dr Ruby, maybe you should say something in headline that this is a follow up interview or second
interview w Mr Hirshman. Thank you for all you are doing !

17 rumbles

Mustard_Tiger, 2 weeks ago
The shots need to stop immediately. Many more people are dying because of the shots than will likely
ever be known. We are living through another holocaust. We all have family with this poison running
through their bodies. We need God now.

15 rumbles

Karuna, 2 weeks ago
This probably explains the amputations we've heard about. How terribly sad and alarming. Why haven't
those doc's/nurses come forward with their observations? Are any of them bold enough to do so?

10 rumbles

zoeybeau, 2 weeks ago
Thanks for that it totally confirmed to me there is no way on gods green earth that shot is coming near
me. I would rather go to heaven on my feet.. Disgusting the fact the world governments have paid for this
to go into its citizens even more reason to evict them all from their ivory towers.

9 rumbles

bdalton85, 2 weeks ago
Good content. Thanks for sharing. Crazy stuff.

8 rumbles

Susieq123, 2 weeks ago
Thank you Dr Ruby and Richard. I have often said it will be the coroners, pathologists, embalmers who
will eventually save us from these clot shots. This video just confirms further that I made the right
decision not to receive this shot, despite my immunologist, epidemiologist and former GP strongly
advising me to get the shots. Only by the grace of God and personal experience with misdiagnosis and
lack of proper treatment from various specialists, did I know not to fall for it. All censors also have blood
on their hands and need to be prosecuted right along with the other perpetrators pushing this death shot
upon humanity. These shots must be stopped now!

7 rumbles

Turbosonic, 2 weeks ago
Were they saying the clotting took place just before death? Because otherwise there would have been
stress (hypoxic) to surrounding tissue?

7 rumbles

QMEGA, 2 weeks ago
I think the white is fibrin. It's being separated from the blood somehow by the poison jab. I had a college
professor in a science class bring in a bucket of cow blood. He stirred it continually with his hand.
Eventually his hand was completely covered in white fibrin.

7 rumbles

C130Avi8Trx, 2 weeks ago
Dr. Ruby - I've been theorizing that this is the body trying to wall off the spike proteins, since it can't clear
it from the body... like the cysts my mother had to wall of TB infections. Since this is circulatory, it can't
reasonably work the same way - but could this be the body's effort to protect the veins and arteriers from
these clot making proteins? And it just so happens that it also creates a bigger clot problem? It looks so
similar to those cysts, and walled off cancers.

6 rumbles

freddiemare, 2 weeks ago
I do wonder if Mr Bill Gates and every single Boss and Politician and leader can take this in and really
hope that they pay for this totally unnecessary exercise forcing completely inosine people to take their
untested and secret poison they themselves don't even want to take. 
 
Every company making poison saying it is good must line up and take their most potent good formula
including their families so that this will never ever happen again. 
 
Let's do this the one that has the idea or dream that the world is overpopulated must be hung on a short
rope publicly that wy we deal with the overpopulated issue they have first hand. 
 
And if there is someone that has the idea that climate change is an issue then they must stop breathing
our air that way we resolve the climate change issues also. 
 
P.S... I don't beat around the bush I AM A 100% ANTI VAXER THIS IS JUST MORE THAN PROVE
THAT BIG PHARMA ONLY INTERESTED IN MAKING QUIKE MONEY ON THE LIVES OF THE
UNFORTUNATE. 
 
DON'T TAKE ANY VACCINE IT IS ONLY ENRICHING VERY SELFISH PEOPLE. 
 
KNOW YOUR BODY ALREADY KNOW HOW TO DEAL WITH YOUR ENVIRONMENT THINK
CRITICAL AND BE PRACTICAL.

5 rumbles

Volunteer, 2 weeks ago
I would like to know if he saw this only in the vaxxed or if he has seen it in the unvaxxed, too.

4 rumbles

hrusty, 2 weeks ago
Nice hair do, shitty audio from your guest. !!!!! Great content though

4 rumbles

DreadedWhiteMale, 2 weeks ago
Aquired Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis ?

4 rumbles

Age1982, 2 weeks ago
Did you see the video where they showed the graphene oxide particles form those strands when it was
hit with either frequency or magnetized? I bet that would explain the thin hair like fibers. The graphene
spreads and spiderwebs in their veins and arteries and then clots over and your left with what he is
finding. I think this is something that should be looked into further

3 rumbles

JoyDorcas, 2 weeks ago
「And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were
as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the
dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority. 」
Revelation 13:2

- This first beast is covid, its genome has elements of HIV, influenza, Malaria.

- The dragon is China.

「And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.」 Revelation 13:11

- This second beast is the covid vaccine.

「And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads」
Revelation 13:16

- Right hand, the jab

- Forehead, the PCR test

「And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name.」 Revelation 13:17

- No jab no job.

「Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six
hundred threescore and six.」 Revelation 13:18

- The number of the beast: Graphene: 6 protons, 6 neutrons, 6 electrons.

- The number of a man: Graphene is carbon which accounts for 18% of a
human body. 6+6+6=18.

-The name of the the beast:

6 letters in CORONA:
C-#3
O-#15
R-#18
O-#15
N-#14
A-#1
6/66

Also see Revelation 16:2, Revelation 16:10-11:

- Pains and sores: vaccine side effects.

What if someone already took the vaccine? Call on the name of the
Lord, you shall be saved. (Acts 2:21)

Matthew 24:15-18 The abomination of desolation is here already
(this mark of the beast vaccine).

Escape to high elevation, country side places. The time is now. Sea
level rising may become very real.

Also read Isaiah 14:23 (Babylon becomes pool of water) , Job
38:22-23 (treasure of snow is glacier; note that the shape of a
snowflake is also hexagonal)

Jeremiah 51:6, 51:9, 51:45, 51:50 (leave Babylon!)

Jeremiah 51:42, 51:55 (sea waves cover Babylon)

**********%%%%%&&&&&&&&@@@@@@_____+
2 rumbles

Age1982, 2 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vmbmyu-you-wont-believe-what-they-found-in-the-cov19-vaccines-it-will-blow-your-
mi.html

2 rumbles

Jazzilady49, 2 weeks ago
Thank you both for this valuable documentation.

2 rumbles

CindaNichols, 1 day ago
The first thing I thought of was a connection to Morgellon's disease.

1 rumble

TruthHuntersShow, 2 days ago
Great content! I wanted to offer some advice to help. When you have a guest on, I noticed a bad echo.
This is because you have your mic open at same time it’s recording your guest internally. You need to
mute your mic when your guest speaks and this will alleviate that. Hope I have helped and God bless
you! 

🙏💕

1 rumble

Helad, 3 days ago
For those that have already, unfortunately, received jab (one in my case), it is important to get
information how we can do something to prevent these clots from forming, or make them go away.
Where is THIS information? Is it available?

1 rumble

schaumamoi, 5 days ago
gruesome... this looks like jelly.... proof of how the mrna bio-weapon works.  
Fauci, Drosten, Pfizer and BioNTech leadership and the other war criminals have to be tried and
sentenced.

1 rumble

Seraphina7, 6 days ago
When the embalmer was describing the clots as consisting of long strands of "fibrous hair", "wound
together like a piece of twine", it occurred to me that this is much like the "ultra micro fiber optic" cables
that are now being produced for technology. Perhaps this is why when blood specimens are looked at
containing these fibers, they appear to move together in clumps. They are not "alive", but ARE sensitive
to electromagnetic frequencies, esp strong frequencies such as the expanded 5G network that is
currently being rolled out. This is an organized collaboration by the "few" but "powerful" to control other
human beings by the use of "science" and "technology" to hijacking of their bodies.

1 rumble

Nowaawaas, 6 days ago
This explains a LOT! We see patients with PE’s and DVT’s, BLE, SUPER HIGH BP’s and
encephalopathy. They all go on hospice and die. ALL had received those injections. Worse yet, did you
see Reiner Fulmich’s Grand jury testimony with videos of people in nursing facilities getting forced
vaccinated?

1 rumble

HermitTheFrog, 1 week ago
Please post links for earlier interviews w/ Hirschman.

1 rumble

vmasullo, 2 weeks ago
Crazy!!!!

1 rumble

andyweber, 2 weeks ago
What else does it take to end this vax nightmare? Everybody who planned and rolled this thing out has
to pay for it. It has to stop now and we have to find help for the ones who have been vaxed. Otherwise
they might end up like these poor people who died.

1 rumble

Age1982, 2 weeks ago
Please someone check out this video.The graphene in the shots what it does when hit with EMF looks to
me to be exactly what we are seeing. Have a look hopefully Dr Jane Ruby reads this and looks into this.
It could be what we are seeing. The Graphene spider website in their arteries and veins from being hit
with EMF and then they end up clotting and turning into these structures that he is finding. I wonder if it is
possible to have him examine the fibers the hair like structures he described inside these things to see if
they are indeed graphene  
https://rumble.com/vmbmyu-you-wont-believe-what-they-found-in-the-cov19-vaccines-it-will-blow-your-
mi.html

1 rumble

PhotoLight, 2 weeks ago
Jane the audio needs a little work it has a hissing sound.

0 rumbles
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zoeybeau, 2 weeks ago
Yeah, even more alarmingly is they just do not care, they know they have broke every Nuremberg
code but they think they are protected. The thing is preaching this to those of us who know, is great
but its getting through to those who've been punctured that is going to be the hardest thing of all.
Its true to say sheep don't wake until their world is impacted through their own eyes.

13 rumbles

Karuna, 2 weeks ago
I've heard they tested on ferrets at some point. Results: they died.

10 rumbles
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DrJaneRubyShow, 2 weeks ago
Thanks for the suggestion, once production is completed it’s hard to change anything. But I totally
get your point

14 rumbles

Susieq123, 2 weeks ago
So true. When a friend sent this, I tried telling her it was the video I had already sent her (which
was actually the first interview with this embalmer), but when she insisted this was the actual
‘video’ (vs photos) of the clots, I took another look and sure enough, I had not seen this new one.

2 rumbles
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Nowaawaas, 6 days ago
We get SHUT DOWN. They just spout programmed responses in retort. Then the dirty looks, then
the silent treatment and silent bullying. Then…..they think they’re going to fire you. But they really
don’t have a replacement. SAD!

1 rumble
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Karuna, 2 weeks ago
My thinking was along the lines of "spider milk". Remember back a decade or so ago when they
put spider genes into goats? They extruded spider milk/silk. Some sort super strength fiber. 
 
https://agfundernews.com/what-happened-to-those-gm-spider-goats-with-the-silky-milk
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DrJaneRubyShow, 2 weeks ago
I think it is something like that but until we get a chemical analysis we are not gonna know for sure.
We are working on finding a trust worthy and reliable lab especially something that Mr. Hirschman
can oversee

13 rumbles

WeyBus, 2 weeks ago
C130, 
You may be right! 
I was bitten by a brown recluse spider on my calf muscle. I injected 2 cc of 20 ppm colloidal silver
around the bite. 
It formed a golfball swelling and when I went to a doctor, she opened the swelling and there was a
grape. She sliced it open by accident, while I was watching, and it was an almost transparent
yellow liquid, but all around it there was a white amorphous tissue all around and very difficult to
remove. She said it stored the toxin to protect the surrounding tissue. I found out, the liquid in the
grape contained the venom. The stitches fell out in less than a week and a hole 2 inches across
opened up. You could see my muscle. Took 4 months to close back over. That'll be 20 years ago
this year, and still here, UNVAXXED! 
I would look at those white things under the scope and also have them analyzed chemically and
morphologically,, asap.

4 rumbles
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C130Avi8Trx, 2 weeks ago
Maybe Dr. Ryan Cole up in Idaho. He's a triple board certified pathologist, who works with
AFLDS and FLCCC. Has his own lab.

11 rumbles
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rapturewise, 2 weeks ago
Covid is the white horse in revelation, red horse war to follow

1 rumble

RaptureDude, 2 weeks ago
The dragon is China? Not according to Revelation 12:9

“And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth
the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.”
Revelation 12:9

I pray the Holy Spirit gives you eyes to see The Truth.
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